Present: Lee, Dawa, Luke, Craig
Absent : Laurel
Community meeting set for Feb 7th
combine with 6 Lokas Practice & Naggon (Lee will ask Scott if
He'll lead)
Gakyil Election set for Feb 9th, Losar
Blue:
Course summary- Nina- Mandarava
Went smoothly. Reg participation. Reinvigorating for Ling.
Possibly invite next year for Chod & Mandarava
Nina paid: $2004
Gross: $6680- not as many sliding scale participants
Net: approx $3600
Need update IDC w Shang Shung directive re teacher pay
contact for protocols, How- Where- reporting
Craig will email Enrico to find the secretary for IDC
Course summary- Fabio2 courses- 1 not affiliated with Dondrubling, 1 at Dondrubling Dec
17-20
Total revenue: $1170
to Fabio: $480
Exp: $119
Net: approx $1050
there were a lot of drop ins. Fabio will only teach on a weekend
from now on, and make it very essential.

Idea for future: Drop ins OK, only with experience
Part II of teacher training Fabio would like to do at Dondrubling.,
like a rental. Have to have attended Part I. Need at least 8 people.
Cost $140 of course.
Spoke of the Outstanding job Blue and Yellow have done this year
on the Gakyil.
Calendar through March very full. Put together email blast
announcement about what is happening. Dawa has done this as
of 1/25/16.
Lee introduced as new practice calendar person
Talk about inviting "big fish" to help sustain the Ling in 2016.
Jim Valby, Constantino, Nina, Laura (collaborate w Tseg E,
November)
Bodhie- deepening course with Gomadevi
To help on Gakyil 2015, possible people to ask
Maria, Beth, Chris, Vicki, Dan, Doug,
Beginner courses are important to organize, as well as more
advanced.
JRZ- Send a short paragraph about what is expected from him as

a community member. This has been done by Craig already.
Finances:
$35,003.00 right now

Craig mentioned need to decide about using a bookkeeper.
Could free up Yellow to do the bookkeeping for courses.
Bank charging us for depositing now.
Craig looking into credit union possibilities.
Luke requested if a Yantra Yoga fund could be started- a piggy
bank of sorts, set aside for students/teachers wanting to take
exams.
Luke would like to gear up for doing a supervision himself.

